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Agenda
Consent Agenda:  Voted as a block without discussion, unless requested to divide the issues.
 a.  Minutes of previous meeting
 b.  Financial Statement ( Finance committee’s responsibility to flag if there are concerns)

1.  Leadership Review/ 
 a.  Vision Statements
 b.  Dashboard
2.  Boundaries  leadership/ board
3.  Financial Requests not in budget
 a.  Good News TV
4.  Annual Budget Income estimate adjustment
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Dashboard for Lead Pastor
Desert Valley Adventist

Attendance -   Red <  200 
   Yellow = 200-210
   Green = > 2

Financial Control - Operations 
   Balanced or positive balance

Financial Participation - 
   % returning

Involvement -  20% of Attendance
   Communication of need

Vision - Stated and Voted
  Understood and Owned

Discipleship Growth - 
  Focus on Jesus alone
  Picture of God clear -  doctrines

Congregational satisfaction 
  Pastoral leadership
  Church initiatives - development

Governance   
  Voted -- Initial step
  Board Education / boundaries needed

Integrity  Moral - pastor’s personal life
  Leadership - trust levels growing

Ministry Implementation - 
  Needs covered with appropriate volunteers
  Boundaries in writing -- documentation

Staff Development  
  Clear boundaries for delegated areas
  Training and resources provided

Current average for March
208 - DV 22- Children
54 - African 249 total

All accounts in black
Remodeling on track financially

Giving Units - 

Adult - ?
Children - ?
External - ?

Needs to be voted here,  then 
shared with congregation

Believe we are on track here?
Sermon series,

Need to keep recruiting more
Definite need for more documen-
tation

congregation blissfully happy, 
would like them to be engaged 
and happy

Important first steps in place, 
much more to follow

Not aware of any issues

Documentation needed
Sharing of specific responsibili-
ties with congregation needed
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Vision -- Long Term: 

External Focus: Continue to place Desert Valley on the map in the community. facilitate for member to 
participate in the community where their talents and passions are. Plan quarterly no-strings-attached service 
opportunities for members to participate in.  Plan yearly mission trips.

Children’s Ministry: Fully staffed ministry with deep relationships focused on growing our kids for the king-
dom.  Provide weekly, monthly, quarterly opportunities for the kids to continue to get to know Jesus. Provide 
support and trainings for volunteers yearly.
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Minutes for Church Board/ 
Governance Committee
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Governance Board 
The board must: 

1. Hold the Leader accountable to: 
a. Provide Vision 
b. Implement the Mission effectively 

1. Recruit, train and delegate to ministry leaders 
2. Document boundaries for ministries 
3. Encourage goals, and stretch options 

c. Remain faithful to Biblical mandates; 
1. Grace alone focus 
2. Discipleship dependent on HS not pastors 
3. Jesus as personal savior, Lord and guide 
4. SDA unique doctrines 

d. Have a balanced personal life 
e. Maintain personal boundaries: 

Integrity 
Morality 
Emotional 

f. Create a Leadership Dashboard 
2. Provide counsel,  ask questions, provide input 

Loyal pain in the . . . 
Encourage risk taking 
Champion leadership development 

3. Think ahead 
Ask what happens if . . . 

 
The Board must not: 
	 


Attempt to lead -  only one leader 
who are themselves a disciple of THE Leader 

Attempt to control - 
this is a leadership model, not board led 
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Lead Pastor  
Leadership can be defined by many different terms and models.


Designated, or voted leadership is the weakest and most ineffective form of leadership.


Earned leadership, carved out of the relationships with the organization is much more effective.

Trust must be earned, slowly, and can be destroyed instantly.


The designation of lead pastor is one that is carefully, slowly given when a board understands 
and trusts.  But the Lead Pastor must also verify and provide constant feedback so that the 
board never has to wonder what is going on.  That is not invasive, it is a function of any healthy 
relationship.  Talking about what is going on, both internally and externally.  

The voted board boundaries are found on the following pages: 
These provide the framework within which the pastor is given permission to lead.  And 
the framework outside of which there would be immediate consequences should they be 
crossed, without specific written permission. 

Further reading is suggested:

	 	 Paul Borden 
	 	 	 Direct Hit 
	 	 John Kaiser 
	 	 	 Winning On Purpose 
	 	 Friedman

	 	 	 Failure of Nerve  
	 	  
	 	 	 The Leaders Journey
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Assc Pastor  
There can only be one Lead Pastor - however,

Any effective leader understands that they must delegate both responsibility and authority to 
everyone in their organization, if they as the leader expect to be given both the responsibility 
and authority to lead by the governance board.


There are specific boundaries with respect to all staff, both 	 	
	 paid and non-paid or volunteer. 

1.  They treat every other staff member with respect.  There is 	 	
	 	 no hierarchy, even if their is a hierarchy of accountability.


	 2.  Paid Assc Pastors

	 	 Are indeed technically and verily Az conference employees 
	 	 who are accountable to both the local church and the AZ 	 	
	 	 Conference.

	 

	 	 If a significant problem develops between the lead pastor 	 	
	 	 and an associate, it is understood the lead pastor must be 		
	 	 able to chose and assemble his staff.


	 3.  Should there be a boundary crossing incident, the letter of 	 	
	 	 resignation would be given first to the senior pastor and 	 	
	 	 then to the board and conference.

	 
Short Term: 

External Focus: Continue to grow partnership with ICS, develop new services on location that members 
can volunteer at. Provide opportunities and encourage members to serve and be present in the communi-
ty/neighborhood.

Children’s Ministry: Deepen relationships with volunteers and develop a plan to make 2019 the year of 
discipleship within the children’s Sabbath Schools.  Strengthen communication with each children’s min-
istry team and work together to grow our kids.
Immediate:
External Focus:
ICS Partnership continues to develop with Social Work office on location and the ICS Food Pantry start-
ing up in May. 
Movie Night - I Can Only Imagine- invite a friend.
Children’s Ministry: Provide a weekly opportunity to encounter Jesus and get to know him better. Chil-
dren’s Church on May 19 to celebrate playground, Weekend VBS On September 28, 29. Support Pathfind-
ers, Puppets, School, etc. in their events and plans.
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Ministry Description 
Desert Valley 
Created 01-10-2018


Position - Church Governance Chair 
Volunteer Position 

Responsibilities: 
	 Provide counsel to pastoral staff on any and all issues

	 Chair the Governance Board

	 	 Have a basic working knowledge of difference between

	 	 	 Permission Board vs Governance Board.

	 	 Help educate new board members to this model


	 Confirm that all boundaries, positive and negative are in writing

	 Describe appropriate reports that are needed	 

	 


Authority: 
	 Stop any ministry activity if involved in irregularity/legal

	 Flag any individual at the staff and governance level for irregularity/legality/boundary

	 Suspend, remove, call authorities, report,- depending upon seriousness of issue.


Member of Committee: 
Church Governance — 

	 Work with Senior Pastor on leadership dashboard, created for the governance 	 	 	
	 	 committee, providing relevant, insightful and timely reporting and accountability 		
	 	 for strategic direction of the church.

	 Help the board engage in future discussions, focus, mission, effectiveness, core values

	 Help the board wrestle with faithfulness to the mission of the church.

	 Help the board wrestle with faithfulness to the core values of the church.

	 Engage board in “what if?” And “if then, what?” discussions. 

	 Decide on the frequency needed for board meeting, once model is fully engaged.


Ministry Description 
Desert Valley 
Created 11-29-2017


Position - Church Treasurer 
Volunteer Position 
Responsibilities: 
	 Observe internal monetary systems for appropriate checks and balances.

	 Monitor ongoing financial activity/statement for any irregularity/ boundary crossing.

	 Encourage and mentor possible successor

	 Mentor accountant, software, and reports being created.

	 Mentor deacons, if new to their responsibility

	 Provide private counseling to staff as issues arise

	 Monitor financial boundaries for whole institution 

	 	 Staff - Budgetary compliance $500 above budget, with plan for remedy

	 	 Finance Committee - $5,000 above budget

	 	 Governance - up to $20,000 above budget

	 	 Business meeting - anything over $20,000

	 	 

	 


Authority: 
	 Stop any ministry activity if involved in irregularity.

	 Flag any individual at the staff and governance level for irregularity.

	 Depending upon seriousness of issue, suspend, remove, call authorities, report.


Member of Committee: 

Church Governance — 

	 Treasurer is a member of Church Governance Board, not the accountant.

	 Flag and bring to attention any cause for concern.

	 Attend and provide wisdom and experience for the strategic direction being taken.

Ministry Description 
Desert Valley 
Created 01-10-2018


Position - Church Accountant 
Paid - Non-Exempt Position - Hourly 
Responsibilities: 
	 Enter weekly donations into the software system

	 	 Receive weekly report of deposits from deacon/asst treasurer.

	 Enter/produce weekly check requests and bills into the system.

	 File appropriate reports and funds with the Az Conference Office

	 Provide Staff access to internal reports as needed.

	 Produce year end giving receipts for church members


	 Mail pickup and delivery of church vouchers will be done by others assigned to bring

	 	 the items to your office.

	 Counting of actual cash, primarily the responsibility of the deacons and asst treasurers.

	 

	 	 

	 


Authority: 
	 Operate the software in a timely and thorough manner.

	 Pay bills, and individuals submitting legitimate receipts in line with budget

	 


Boundaries: 
Only pay bills if account - in the “black.”


	 Notify Pastor if an account is in a deficit position

	 Report all hours worked on task. 

	 	 If task is taking longer than provided in budget, notify the pastor.

	 Comply with auditor requests for annual audit

	 Provide Annual Receipts before the 20th of January.

	 No contact with actual cash, unless assisting on Sabbath Morning.


Member of Committee: 
Church Staff — 
	 As a member of staff directly accountable to Senior Pastor.

	 	 If church grows to add administrative position, then would be accountable to 	 	
	 	 Admin Pastor


Finance Committee 
	 May be invited, but not a member, as any time spent would need to be paid time.

	

Worship Team Boundaries 
The worship teams responsibilities is to help the congregation slow down, refocus and become 
aware of the actual presence of God.  Technical difficulties, and details can easily be allowed to 
distract and cause worship to fail.  So we are working hard to make sure that what you have 
worked hard for and prayed hard to make happen, does in fact lead people to see God for 
themselves.


Boundaries: 

1.  Hand Signals - Needed for clarification 
	 Before	speaking,	stop	and	calmly	look	at	the	sound	booth	to	see	if	they	have	given		 	
	 you	the	go	sign	-	hand	pointed	straight	at	you!	
	 Do	not	start	talking	until	GO	sign	given.	
	 	 South	Booth	signal	-	hand	raised	straight	up,	dead	mic	still.	
	 	 Sound	Booth	Signal	-	hand	pointed	at	you	-	GO	-	your	mic	is	live	
	 	 Participant	signal	for	more	of	their	voice	in	monitor	-	cupped	hand	by	leg,		 	
	 	 	 fingers	“calling”	
	 	 Participant	signal	for	more	background	in	monitor	-	touch	your	ear,	or	cup		 	
	 	 	 your	hand	behind	your	ear.	

	 2.		Planning	Center	—	
	 All	worship	ingredients	should	be	entered	into	Planning	center	the	week	before	its		 	
	 	 due.		Friday	night	is	the	deadline,	the	week	before.	
	 	 Entering	information	the	same	week,	is	late,	and	forces	others	to	have	to		 	
	 	 	 accommodate	failure	to	plan.	
	 	 Planning	center	information	can	now	be	brought	automatically	into	Pro		 	
	 	 	 Presenter	-	so	the	arrangement	must	be	included.	
	 	 	 Names	of	Songs	need	to	be	the	same	for	PP	to	find	the	song.	
	 	 	 	 Hymns	need	the	#	110	number	before	the	name	
	 Lyrics	of	songs,	especially	new	ones,	must	be	included	in	planning	center,	as			 	
	 	 attached	files.	
	 	 The	arrangement	for	the	song,	should	be	entered	into	planning	center	
	 We	are	blessed	with	having	three	editors	in	our	audience,	but	they	also	see		 	 	
	 	 mistakes,	spelling	etc.,	that	contort	their	brains.	
	 	 	 One	of	the	reasons	why	songs	must	be	in	place	a	week	in	advance,	so	I	
	 	 	 have	time	to	send	the	songs	to	the	editor	that	week,	for	them	to	check,	
	 	 	 correct	and	return.		The	lyrics	online	are	full	of	mistakes.	
	 	
	 3.		Accompaniment	tracks	
	 Whether	on	iPhone,	CD,	DVD	the	files	must	be	uploaded	to	planning	center.	
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Worst Case Issues 
In the event that the lead pastor loses the trust of the governance board:

	 Either by clear violation of a specific boundary

	 Or by the steady erosion of trust through conflict, moral ambiguity 


The lead pastor is to submit to the board: 
Their letter of resignation as the lead pastor. 
1. It is possible that another responsibility is desired by both 	 	

	 	 board and pastor, within the church.  Possible but not 	 	
	 	 likely.

	 2. The board would then communicate with the conference,

	 3.  The pastor would also be communicating directly with the 	 	
	 	 conference administration.
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Finance Committee Minutes

Finance Committee Minutes 
March 28 
Members Present:  Della Watson, Chair, Bruce Boriack, Jack Hanson, Duane Patten, 
Pastor Jim


Members Absent:  Evi Supomo, Pastor Gisella


Actions Taken: 

2018 - 1 Phone System 
	 Voted to replace the current failing innertel phone system with a Mitel MiVoice system.

	 Lease price per month is $50.31, with buyout at the end of 60 months for $1.00

	 Interestingly they are honoring a mistake which provides the lease at 0% interest.


2018 - 2 Thunderbird Assistance 
	 Voted to continue our practice of providing any of our students who attend Thunderbird 		 

	 Academy with a subsidy of $100.00 per month for 10 months or $1000.  The academy 	 	
	 then matches this amount to provide the student with a$2,000 reduction of their bill.


Discussions: 

	 Remodeling/updating projects 
	 Current balances were reviewed and a commitment to only proceeding with the various 		
	 projects as we had the funds on hand.  Lighting install taking place this week with 	 	
	 sound to follow next week.

	 Dave Emmerson will start soon with the children’s area, astro turf.

	 Final plans are being released and bids should be received for the kitchen soon

	 Stage: currently on hold, discussion of esthetic look and design is a major issue.  


	 	 Current architect can do the drawings/technical, but has not been forthcoming 	 	
	 	 with helpful conceptual ideas.  Discussing options with Ron Gauvreau


	 2018 Budget 
Duane will send Della another copy of the current budget as voted at our last meeting,


	 Della will work on those assumptions and create a working budget for 2018.
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March Financial Statement

Pastor Jim
Pastor G

isella
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